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A Single-server model is an abstract mathematical model which
can be applied to many systems. This report presents the formulation of
a single-server model which represents a Paging Drum Channel System. Sim-
ulation has been carried out by Frotran and Simula assuming uniformly
distributed inputs.
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Simulation of a Single-server Model for a Paging Drum Channel System
1. Introduction
A single-server model is one where there is only one waiting
list (queue). Although the model is simple, it can be abstractedly applied
to many applications such as computer systems, service stations, input/output
channels, paging drum channels, etc. If it models a computer system, then
the waiting queue contains ,fobs to be processed. If it models a service
station, then the waiting queue contains cars to be serviced. If it models
a paging drum channel PDC, then the waiting queue contains paging requests
PR's.
'.	 The objective of this simulation, however, is to determeine the
following: (a) the average waiting time for each PR arriving at the PDC
system and (b) the total PDC system idle time which is essential in deciding
whether the number of tasks should be decreased  or increased.
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2. The waitingq,ueue
The waiting queue is represented by a two-dimensional array with
indices K and J. Index K is the pointer to the Kth node in the queue, while
index J indicates the field of the node to be taken for computation. Figure
1 shows the format of the (I-1) th node, the I th node, and the (I+l) th
 node
in the waiting queue. Each node represents a paging request entry. However,
the user must provide for the Ith node the PR arrival time, NODE(I,2),
and the PDC system service time, NODE(I,3). For the I th node, K=I and J=1,
through 7. Similarly, for the (I+1) th node, K= (I+1) and J=1 through 7.
No link is required since the predecessor of NODE(I,J) is NODE(I-1,J)
and the successor of NODE(I,J) is NODE(I+I,J) , where I>1 and J is the field
index. According to this kind of data structure, computation of various
statistics is very easily accomplished by using DO loops in Fortran and FOR
clauses in Algol and Simula.
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3. A single-server model
A picture of the single-server model for a paging dream channel
is shown in Fig. 2. As a PR arrives at the single-server, it gets the
&.	 service if there is no other one prior to it, that is, if the single-server
	
u	 is free; otherwise, it enters a paging request queue.
Input parameters are (a) the PR arrival time and (b) the system.,r
service time for the PR. Simulation outputs are (a) the average waiting
time of the PR in the queue, (b) total system service time, and (c) total
system idle time.
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4. Formulation of the model
As shown in Fig. 2, a PR arrives at the PDC system, obtains the
service, and leaves the PDC system. Table l shows the 13 entities (variables
and parameters) in the simulation model, where the entities represent the
variable names in the simulation programs. For example, TALL represents
the total simulation time while AVG represents the average PR waiting time
in the queue.
The activities (functional relationships between variables and
parameters) are defined by the following equationo where I is the index of
page request in the waiting queue:
a. For I=1
The PR waiting time in the queue is 0 for the first PR:
NODE(I,4)-O	 (1)
The PDC system i d1G time is set to the PR arrival timer
NODE(I,6)-NODE(I,2)	 (2)
The PR starting time is the sum of the PR arrival time and the PR
waiting time:
NODE(I,5)sNODE(I,2)+NODE(I,4)
	
(3)
The _PR finishing time is the sutra of the PR starting time and PDC system
service time for the PR:
NODE(I, 7)=NODE (I,5)+NDDE (I,3) 	 (4)
b. For I>1
The PR waiting time is the difference between the PR arrival time and
the previous PR finishing time
NODE(I, 4)=NODE(I-1, 7) -NODE(1 9 2)	 (5)
The PR starting time is the sum of the PR arrival time and the PR
waiting time:
NODE(2,5) =NODE(I,2)+NODE(I,4)	 (6)
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Entities Deb ignation
IALL total simulation time
NPR number of PR arriving during the sim-
ulation time interval
NODE(I l)* PR identification
NODE(I 2) PR arrival time (input	 arameter
NODE(I,3) PDC system service time for the Ith PR
(inputparameter)
NODE(I 4) PR waiting time in the queue
NODE(I 5) PR starting time
NODE(I,6) PDC system idle time interval (time in -
terval between the Ith PR starting tim e
and the	 I-1 th PR finishing time
NODE(1 9 7) PR finishing time
ISERVE total PDC system service time
IDLE P	 systemtotal	 DC	  idle time 
WAIT total. PR waiting time in the queue
AVG average.VR waiting time in the queue
{
I
t
}
Table l Entities of the Simulation Model
g
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The PR finishing time is the sum of the PR starting time and the PDC
system service time for the PR:
NODE(I,7)=NODE(I,5)+NODE(I,3) 	 (7)
The PDC system idle time interval is the difference between the PR start-
ing time and the previous PR finishing time:
I
NODE(T,6)=NODE(T,5)-NODE(I- 13,7) 	(8)
C. For I>1
h
PD system  s r i e time is a sum of the serviceTotal C v c t 	 he	 ice time for each PR:v
NPR
ISERVE= E NODE( 1 9 3)	 (9)
I=1
Total PDC system idle time is the difference between the total simulation
time and total service time:
IDLE=IALL-ISERVE	 (10)	 ('
Totala in request waiting time in the queue is the waiting time forP g g	 q	 8	 ;
each PR:
NPR
WAIT= E NODE (T, 4)	 (11)
I=l
r	 Average PR waiting time is the total PR waiting time divided by the number
of PR's
'r	 AVG=WAIT/NPR	 (12)
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5. Simulation programs
The single-server model for the paging drum channel has been sim-
ulated by SIMULA and FORTRAN on the UNIVAC 1108.
5.1 Flow charts
The flow charts of the SIMULA and FORTRAN simulation programs for
the single-server model are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The boxes in the
flow chart are numbered and explained below:
3
i
Box 1	 describes initialization; the number of PR's NPR and the length of
the total simulation time interval TALL are read in from card. 	 i.
Box 2
	
is for initializing the index for PR(I), total system service
time ISERVE, total PR waiting time WAIT. z.
Box 3
	
assigns PR identification NODE(I,1), PR arrival time NODE(I,2),
a
{
and the PDC syste service time NODE(I,3) . These characteristics
i
are read in from card.
	 {
i
Box 4	 checks if the current PR is the first PR or not. If it is the first,
PR, the PR waiting time is set to O since there is no PR prior to
and
Box 5	
it. This is shown in Box 7. If it is not the first PR, go to
Box 5 where the PR waiting time NODE(I,4) is computed by subtracting
the PR arrival time NODE(I,,2) from the previous PR finishing time
NODE (I.-1, 7) ,
Box 6	 checks if NODE(I, 4) is negative. If it is negative, NODE(I, 4) is
set to 0 since in this case the previous- PR has left , the PDC
system when the current PR arrives. 	 a
Box 7	 In Box 7, the PR waiting time NODE(I,4) is set to 0.
Box 8
	
In Box 8, the PR starting time NODR11,5) is computed by adding the
PR waiting time NODE(I,4) to the PR arrival time NODE(I,2).
}
r'r
Box 9 In Box 9, the PR finishing time is computed by adding the PDC
system service time NODE(I,3) to the PR starting time vODE(I,5)
which is the time when the current PR is serviced.
Box 10 Checks if the current PR is the first PR arriving at the PDC system.
Box 11 If the current PR is not the first PR, the current system idle time
NODE(I,6) is computed by subtracting the previous PR finishing
time NODE(I-1,7) from the current PR starting time NODE(I,5).
Box 12 Checks if the computed PDC system idle time NODE(I,6) is negative.
Box 13 If it is negati-fYe, NODE(I,6) is set to 0 and the current PR
waits until the previous PR leaves the PDC system.
Box 14 If it is the first PR, the PDC system idle time interval NODE(I,6)
is equal to the first PR arrival time NODE(I,2) since so far no
PR has been serviced.
Box 15 In box 15_, the attributes or the contents of the entities which
are variables in the SIMULA program of the mathematical model are
printed out.
Box 16 In box 16 and box 17, the total PDC system service time ISERVE
and
Box 17 aid the total PR waiting time WAIT are accumulated.
F)x 18 Checks if all the PR's have been serviced.
Box 19 If there sire more PR's coming, index I is incremented, and control
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is then returned to box 3.
Box 20
	
In box 20 and 21, the average PR waiting time AVG is computed.
and
BOX 21
Box 22	 In box 22, the total simulated time IALL in seconds is printed.
Box 23	 -In box 23, the total PDC idle time IDLE is computed by subtracting
the total PDC service time ISERVE from IALL.
U
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Box 24,	 In these three boxes, total PDC system idle time IDLE D total
Box 25,
and PDC system service time ISERVE, and average PR waiting time
Box 26
AVG are printed.
5.2 Listings
.,
The SIMULA simulation program is in Appendix A and the FORTRAN
simulation program is in Appendix B.
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Three examples are presented in this section to illustrate the
simulation of the given PDC system with different input parameters. The
paging requests are assumed to arrive according to Uniform Distribution in
the following examples.
6.1 Example 1
The input data for example 1 is shown in Table 2. In this example,
the PR arrival rate (80 second interval) is higher than the PDC system service
rate (100 seconde /PR). The computer print-out is shown in Fig. 5. The
first PR arrives at time 80, waits no time, gets service at time 80, and
leaves the system at time 180. The last PR arrives at time 800, waits 180
units of time, gets service at time 980, and leaves the system at time 1080.
Thus, the PR's are queued up as they arrive at the system. The average PR
waiting time is 9'0 time units, while the total. PDC system idle time is
80 time units Thus, the number of tasks should be decreased.
6.2 Example' 2
'	 The input data for example 2 is shown in Table 3. In this example
kx	
the PR ' s require various system service time ranging from 60 to 90 time units.'
x
f
The computer print out is shown in Fig. 6. The first PR arrives at time 80,
waits no time, gets service get time 80 and leaves the system at time 170.
The last PR arrives at time 800, waits 10 units of time, gets services at
time 810, and leaves the system at time 910. Thus, some PR's must wait in
-'	 theueue and some do not have to wait. The computed averse PR waitingq	 mP	 g	 8
time is 4 time units. while the total PDC ` system idle time is 180 time units. 	 fF
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IThus, the number of tasks may be increased.
6.3	 Example 3
E
The input data for example 3 is shown in Table 4. In this example,
PR arrival rate (A) is set equals to PR service rate (u) at the PDC system.
The drum utilization factor of the PDC system is 	 p ma/p = 1.	 The computer
ti print out is shown in Fig. 7. 	 The first PR arrives at time 80, waits no
time, gets service at time 80, and leaves the system at time 160. 	 The last
PR arrives at time 800, waits no time, gets service at time 800, and leavesy
the system at time 880.	 Thus, no PR has to wait while the total PDC system
' idle time is minimized.	 Therefore, the average PR waiting time is 0 time
unit and the total PDC system idle time is 80 time units. Consequently, the
number of tasks may be increased.
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Paging Request
Arrival Time
System Service Time for
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5 400 100
6 480 100
7 560 100
8 640 100
9 720 100
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` ' APPENDIX A. LISTTNG OF THE SIMULA SIMULATION PROGRAM
j
t R IIN	 AA 9 n0 1 °? 1-7R 9KWOk'
« ALr l rTS	 TnrS9 TnrS
STMIIt- A	 RFrTN
COMMFNT SIMULATION OF A MATHFMATTCAL MODFL OF A p nC UNDFR TOGS***$
COMMFNT PAGING RFQ(IF,c;TS ARC' STORED TN A HARDWARE OOFUF $
COMMFNT TOTAL_ PnC SYSTFM S rRVTC F TIMF	 t
T N TrGFR T SFRVFs
COMMFNT TOTAL SIMULATION TTMF $
TNTFnFR	 TAf.L ,
COMMFNT NUMRFR OF PAGING PcOUFSTS IN THE OUFUF $
TNTPSFR NP0$f
COMMENT	 T NOFX FOR	 THE PA.CT^^(; RFCJI IFST
4i TNTFGPP	 T	 q,
COMMFNT TOTAL_ PnC. SYSTEM ThLF TIME $
TNT.FGI'R	 TDI.F't
PFAL WATT
RFAL AVn$
RFAL X$
TF6FR ARRAY NO F lIN	 A	 D	 (	 ..1!7 9	 10.71 $
FORMAT
	
F],	 (A9I49I4)$
FORMAT	 F? (A 9	 T 3 9 I'3 , T 3)	 $
'COMMFNT PR MFANS PAGING— IN OR PArTNS-OUT RFOUEST $
COMMFNT NODE(19 7) 	TS PR	 ID
r NODF( 19?)
	
1.S
	
PR	 ARRIVAL.	 TIME
.'; NODE( 10) , IS M PDC SYSTFM c FRV T rF T IMF FOR THE PR
NOD S' ( T 9 4)	 T S THE .Pa WA T T T N r T T MF	 TN	 TH ►'= O(1FUF
NOhF(195)	 IS THE PQ STARTINr, TTME
L
NODE(I,6)	 IS THE PnC SYSTEM InLF TIME
n NODF.(197)
	 IS THE PP FTNT gHTNG TIME $
COMMFNT PRINT TLT'L.F`fi
WRITE( f 	SIMULATION OF A PDC SYSTEM PROCESSING PAGING RE(UFSTS')$
WATT = D9O$
COMMENT INPUT RFOUFST C,'HARACTERISTICS
RFAn (TALL9NPR9 PT)
COMMFNT GFNFRA T T NG In N OnFc FOR THE In PR + S s
FOP	 I	 =	 1	 STPP 1	 UNTTL NOR nn PFt;rI\l
;R COMMFNT INPUT PR--Its' ARRIVAL TIMrsSYSTFM SFRVTCE T'IMF$
4s
 READ(NnDF(T9I l +NOnF f,Ts^) 9NOn F (T9:^) 9	 F^)^
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APPFNnIX R. LISTTNC OF THE FORTRAN SIMULATION PROGRAM
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r kl0nr ( T 91 1	 T S P4	 Tr)
C NOnF(1921	 IS PR-ARRIVAL TTMF
C NODF(193)	 IS SYSTFM SFRVIC'F TTMF FOR THE PR
C NODF (I 94)	 IS THE	 PR WA I T T NG TIMF IN THE WAITING OU FLIF
C NnDF(195)
	
IS THE PR	 STARTTNG TTMF
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